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Sortera acquires A-Återvinning i Örebro AB   

Sortera strengthens its presence in the Mälardalen region through the acquisition of 
A-Återvinning i Örebro AB (”A-Återvinning”), one of the leading companies within col-
lection and recycling of construction waste in Örebro county.

A-Återvinning established its operations in 2014 and is active within collection, treatment, sorting and processing of 
waste from customers primarily within the construction and industrial sector. The company is based in Kumla and 
focuses on Örebro county, but also serves customers in various other locations throughout Sweden. A-Återvinning 
generates revenues of SEK 60m and employs 10 people.

”A-Återvinning has relatively quickly established itself as one of the leading companies within recycling of construction 
waste in Örebro county. With a customer centric focus and a high degree of service, A-Återvinning has grown both 
market share and revenues over the last few years. In combination with Sortera’s resources, we see great potential 
for further expanding A-Återvinning’s offering in the region and we are delighted to be able to continue developing the 
business together with the existing organisation”, says Sebastian Wessman, CEO Sortera.

”Sortera’s focus and business is very similar to A-Återvinning’s. Together, we will be able to offer our customers a wider 
range of services and become an even stronger partner to our customers. We look forward to continuing our growth in 
Örebro and Mälardalen with Sortera as our new owner”, says Robert Ljunggren, part-owner and CEO of A-Återvinning. 

”Through the acquisition of A-Återvinning we now have a very solid platform from which we can continue to expand 
Sortera’s offering to new customers in the fast growing region Mälardalen. We see a continued high level of activity in 
the construction market and several larger infrastructure projects, so there is a strong underlying demand for Sortera’s 
services. Sortera also has many existing customers active in the region, and with the acquisition of A-Återvinning we 
will now be able to serve these customers to a much greater extent”, comments Sebastian Wessman. 

A-Återvinning will be a part of Sortera from 1 December 2021. This is Sortera’s 16th acquisition since it was estab-
lished in 2006.

ABOUT SORTERA 

Sortera is a Nordic environmental company which, through its three business areas (Recycling, Industry and Materials), strives to be 
the leading environmental entrepreneur in the Nordic market. Sortera provides solutions that contribute to increased sustainability 
and improved environmental performance in all the Company’s operations. With more than 400 employees and a turnover in excess 
of SEK 1.5 billion, Sortera covers the entire value chain from sales, collection, treatment and recycling to final recipients.
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